Mark Farner handed legal victory with ‘American Band’

Original guitarist, singer for Grand Funk Railroad in legal battle with former band

By Tim Jagielo

Mark and Lesia Farner’s son Jesse died the evening of July 4, 2018, from complications of a previous injury.

Two days later, on July 6, 2018, Mark Farner, 70, said they received the lawsuit from his former band, Grand Funk Railroad. “Being in a place of grieving, it was especially bad timing,” he said. “We weren’t even ready for anything, let alone this.”

Linden teen faces more charges

Police learn a fifth gun allegedly stolen from parents’ home

By Sharon Stone

The Genesee County Prosecutor’s Office authorized a five-count felony arrest warrant Friday, March 15 against David Christopher Rollins, 17, of Linden. He is expected to be arraigned on five counts of larceny of firearms as soon as his related court case in Oakland County is concluded. Rollins was arraigned Thursday, March 14 in Oakland County 52-2 District Court on one count of carrying a concealed weapon and other weapons charges. Bond was set at $10,000. He remains lodged at the Oakland County Jail.

Small businesses oppose new tax

Gov. Whitmer’s proposed 2020 budget repeals pension tax but raises taxes on small businesses

By Tim Jagielo

On March 5, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer released her proposed 2020 budget. This proposed budget contains a number of controversial items, such as an increase in the gas tax and an increase for taxes on small businesses.

It calls for a tax increase on many S-corporations to replace money lost through her proposed repeal of the so-called “pension tax” of 2011. According to a news release, it “creates tax parity with traditional corporations.”

According to the Detroit News, the increase would affect about 150,000 businesses. It essentially removes an exemption for S-corporations, partnerships and limited liability entities.
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Porch pirates’ bills advance in legislature

Would make mail theft punishable by up to year in prison and/or $500 fine

By Hannah Ball

Stealing someone’s packages off a front lawn or porch could land the offender in jail on state charges.

On Feb. 28, the Michigan Senate overwhelmingly passed Senate Bills 23 and 24, which would prohibit taking someone else’s mail and authorize penalties. The offense would be a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for up to one year or a fine up to $500, or both. Subsequent offenses incur harsher penalties.

The bills are currently in the House. Stealing mail is already a federal crime. While federal postal offices don’t release data on how much mail is stolen every year, Shorr
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When every detail matters it’s time for..... New Design

Shop at Home!

COUNTERTOPS

50% OFF
Custom Tile Backsplash Labor OR FREE SINK OR FAUCET
With purchase of a new countertop 35 sq. ft. See Store For Details. Expires 4/30/19

KITCHENS

25% OFF
Labor On Any Complete Kitchen Remodel See Store For Details. Expires 4/30/19

BATHROOMS

$1,000 OFF
On Any Complete Bathroom Remodel See Store For Details. Expires 4/30/19

REMODELING EXPERTS! “From Concept to Completion”

PROFESSIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT • MASTER ELECTRICIANS & PLUMBERS • EXPERT DESIGNERS • 6 CABINET LINES

New Design Inc.

Kitchens • Baths • Countertops

12 MONTHS* NO INTEREST FINANCING
With approved credit. Call for details.

810.694.8609
NewDesignKitchens.com

Meet with one of our experienced designers who have over 10,000 hours of experience to discuss your ideas and project goals. We do all the measuring and even provide you with a 3D floor plan, so you can visualize how your beautiful new kitchen or bath will look.
Spring means severe weather could be just around the corner

Be prepared for dangerous storms and tornadoes

By Vera Hogan

Today is the first day of spring, a reason for everyone to be elated after a long cold winter. But springtime is not all sunshine and warmer temperatures — the potential for severe weather exists.

Some of our unfortunate neighbors in Shiawassee County braved four tornadoes that touched down last Thursday, March 14, destroying at least 50 properties near the village of Vernon. There were no reported injuries.

This latest bout with Mother Nature is the reason why Michiganders plan ahead for severe weather. This year, the week of March 24 to 30 has been declared by Gov. Gretchen Whitmer to be “Severe Weather Awareness Week.”

A statewide tornado drill will take place at 1 p.m., Wednesday, March 27.

According to the declaration: severe weather, in the form of thunderstorms, wind storms, floods, and tornadoes, is a threat to the health and safety of all Michigan residents, causing three fatalities in 2018.

Each year, more than 1,000 tornadoes strike the United States, including an average of 15 in Michigan.

Since 1950, 1,049 tornadoes have been reported in the state of Michigan, resulting in substantial loss of life and property.

Planning ahead for severe weather

Use the guidelines offered by the National Weather Service (weather.gov) to develop a personal tornado safety plan for you and your family. You need to have a plan for wherever you may be when a tornado strikes — at home, at school, at work, on the road or in a public building.

Know what the threats are. Because severe thunderstorms, wind, hail, lightning are not out of the question in addition to tornadoes, you must be able to get to your safe shelter area quickly — you may only have seconds to act.

Developing a tornado safety kit

These items would be extremely useful to have in your storm shelter, or to take with you to your storm shelter, when severe weather strikes. Your disaster supply kit should include:

- Battery-operated weather radio
- You will want to be able to monitor the latest information directly from your National Weather Service.
- A map to track storms
- You will need to be able to track the progress of the storm. Since warning texts include county names, a county outline map of your area is a great thing to keep handy. You might also keep a state highway map, which includes most of the cities and towns referred to in NWS warnings and statements.
- Battery-operated TV and/or radio
- This will allow you to monitor news and severe weather information.
- Radios that offer TV audio can be helpful. Also, many TV stations simulcast their broadcasts on AM or FM radio stations.
- Shoes
- This will be very important if your home is damaged and you must walk across broken glass or other debris.
- Identification
- You may need identification to move around in the area should significant damage occur.
- Your car keys
- If your car is drivable, you will need the keys to be able to use it. It’s a good idea to keep an extra set in your shelter area.

See STORMS on 6
• You have to have ID to buy alcohol, you have to have ID to get a job, you have to have ID to open a bank account or buy a gun. So, will someone please tell me again how voter ID is racist?

• Cost to America to build the wall: $10 billion. Cost to America each year from illegal immigrants: over $50 billion. Why is this a debate?

• I’m going to change my last name to Acuna, then become a doctor.

• Government logic: illegal immigrants are unable to prove they are a citizen. So, they receive free healthcare paid for by those of us who are forced to buy health insurance because we are citizens.

• Why do illegal immigrants get free premium health care while our veterans wait months, or even years, for medical care after fighting for our safety and freedom?

• Have you ever wondered why the Democrats always start out in the lead early in the elections? The Republicans aren’t home from work yet.

• Will someone please tell me why, when an American citizen is convicted of a crime and sentenced to prison and is separated from his children, no one gives a crap. But when an illegal alien is caught and convicted of a crime and separated from their kids, it is a horrible tragedy?

• Gun Control: I do not understand the logic that says being a defenseless murder victim is morally superior to defending yourself and your family.

• Give a man a fish and he eats for a day. Give a man a welfare check, a cell phone, free condoms, free health care and free cell phones” and forcing the people who actually work for a living to pay for it all.

• So, let me get this straight: We are a nation that hates pornography but allows XXX filth to be available to our children 24/7. We are a nation that doesn’t believe in genders, but fights for women’s rights. We are a nation that believes ‘no child should be left behind’ but have cavalierly slaughtered over 60 million babies. Aren’t these all Democratic policies?

• “He sees you when you’re sleeping…” Isn’t that really creepy? Not to mention illegal?

• So, let me get this straight: The left completely controls our education system. The media is totally controlled by leftist reporters and owners. And the anti-conservative entertainment industry that inundates our children with mass of violent movies is 100 percent controlled by radical liberals. Yet, we still don’t understand why kids are shooting up the schools?

I do not understand the logic that says being a defenseless murder victim is morally superior to defending yourself and your family.

I’M SO GLAD we have a Republican majority in the state senate to reenact this tax-and-spend leftist now in the governor’s mansion. Lots of cuts can be made, funds tapped before new taxes are needed.

PAUL RYAN — TAX cuts for the wealthy, cuts in programs that provide core public services, and cuts to the safety net that are assisting the most vulnerable.

EXEMPLIFYING THE BEHAVIOR of socialists everywhere, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez immediately denounces prayers for New Zealand shooting victims. There is no room for religion under socialism.

THE HOUSE TODAY voted that the Mueller report, when it is released, will be released to the public. The final vote count was 420 in favor, with no one voting no. Four lawmakers voted ‘present.’

EVER NOTICE how Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez only speaks on platforms where she is not asked questions.

It is too bad that baby boomers refused to fix the roads for decades and now they are destroyed.

You can’t legally kill a baby after it is born.

INTERESTING — THE RIGHT trusts science when it concludes that the tilt of the earth causes climate change, but doesn’t trust science when it concludes that pollution also is a factor. Convenient, but very short-sighted.

Put up or shut up. I am willing to bet my next paycheck against yours that the average earth temperature will be higher five years from now. I like my chances since you seem to believe that tomorrow’s forecast is an indicator of climate change.

TO ALL THESE (ignorant) younger people complaining about the real grown-ups in this world. We don’t hate AOC; she just doesn’t have it all together even though you think she is great.

To the younger person disparaging ‘old people.’ Please be cognizant of the ‘science’ you are listening to.

I agree that taxing the (voted in) legalized pot with taxes only going to roads and schools. But, with every city, town and township prohibiting the selling and growing in its district, the government isn’t allowing us to have that very intelligent choice.

To ‘Mad that AOC is half your age and, unlike you, was actually smart enough to go to college.’ My SAT scores were high enough to get into a dozen different colleges, but life threw me/us curveballs that did not allow me/us to attend. Instead, I/we worked in other fields that didn’t require a college diploma. That’s called growing up.

The President with his veto has cut Nancy Pelosi’s head off and that girl doesn’t know she is bleeding. A wall; I can’t think a better use of earmarked funds.

Do you have an emergency preparedness plan?
Fenton schools receive $2,000 grant from Community Foundation of Greater Flint

The Community Foundation of Greater Flint’s South Lakes Youth Initiative Program Fund awarded a grant of $2,000 to Fenton Area Public Schools. This grant is to be used — to provide a safe after-school environment in which Fenton High School seniors can celebrate graduation night where students can have a fun night celebrating with their friends without the influence of alcohol/drugs or the worry of drinking and driving.

Fenton High School seniors can have a fun night celebrating with their friends without the influence of alcohol/drugs or the worry of drinking and driving.

Tyrone Township pays $1 million cash for new municipal complex

Officials saved for years to avert millage increase or special assessment

By Vera Hogan

Tyrone Township has purchased a building and property that will serve as the new township municipal office.

The address is 8420 Runyan Lake Rd. and is currently occupied by a church that is renting the building from the owners, the Baptist Convention of Michigan. The church, Shepherd of the Lakes, is planning a new building at Linden and Owen roads in Fenton Township.

According to Tyrone Township Supervisor Mike Cunningham, the property was purchased for $1 million in cash.

“We have funds in the bank to buy the property. We will not be asking our residents for a millage, special assessment, or raising the current millage rate to pay for the new building,” he said in a previous Times article. “We have the money in our building and revolving funds. We will still continue to contribute to the maintenance of our roads and will be able to expend funds in the building fund — to provide a safe environment in which our residents can have a fun time celebrating with their friends without the influence of alcohol/drugs or the worry of drinking and driving.”

Area’s largest grass fire took place 50 years ago

Blaze covered 1,200 acres at Hartland and White Lake roads

By Vera Hogan

Ask any firefighter what causes a grass fire and chances are the answer will be “mice with matches.”

Fenton Fire Chief Bob Cairnduff said, “It is usually just a funny or sarcastic answer, meant to be humorous. Sometimes people ask how a fire started before we are able to answer the question. We may not have the answer yet or we can’t release the information.”

One of the biggest grass fires locally took place 50 years ago, in the spring of 1969, according to Bruce Dorland, the city of Fenton’s first full-time fire chief. Dorland, 89, was with the fire department from 1963 to 1989 when he retired. He became the full-time chief in 1967.

This fire took place near Hartland and White Lake roads in Tyrone Township. Dorland said more than 1,200 acres of land burned. “It went all the way to Tip-sico Lake Road,” he said.

Only that time the fire wasn’t caused by mice with matches. “It was a kid burning leaves, trying to help his dad out,” Dorland said.

Dorland said they got the call at about 10 or 11 a.m. and that the fire was contained at about 7 p.m. the same night. Fenton was assisted by the Holly and Linden fire departments.

No one was injured in the fire and no buildings, other than a couple of small sheds, were destroyed. The biggest casualty was a 1950 Peter Pirsch fire truck.

“You have to understand how fire works to appreciate this, but the truck was pushed up between two buildings, the truck facing the fire,” said Dorland.

As a result of the fire taking oxygen away from the engine, the engine stopped and it could not pump water to offer protection. The tires and paint were burnt off the truck.

Did the kid get into trouble? “I don’t know,” Dorland said. “We left that up to his dad.”

Spring grass fire season coming, still a danger

In Michigan, firefighters respond to 10,000 to 12,000 wildfires each year. The main cause (47 percent) of wildfires in Michigan is burning yard debris, such as grass clippings, leaves, and trash.

How to stay safe

Because most wildfires are caused by people, the solution is up to you. As a resident, you have to know the hazards and the risks and learn what you have to do to protect yourself and your property. Ask for help from your local fire agency.

Preventing grass/wildfires

• Don’t throw cigarette or cigar butts on the ground or out of a vehicle. Dispose of them properly and make sure they are completely extinguished.

• Do not burn trash, leaves or brush outdoors. Check with your local fire department or municipality for permitting requirements on burning.

• Keep a 30-foot safety zone surrounding the home clear of brush especially for those living in a woodland area. Grass should be cut short in this area as well. For homes that sit on a steep slope, the safety zone should be increased accordingly.

• Stack firewood at least 15 feet and uphill from the home.

• Rake debris, cut off dead limbs and twigs, and mow grass regularly. Cut tree limbs within 15 feet of the ground and remove dead branches that extend over the roof.

• Don’t park cars, trucks, or recreational vehicles on dry grass or shrubs. Exhaust systems on vehicles can reach a temperature of more than 1,000 degrees; it only takes about 500 degrees to start a brush fire in the summer.

• Parents should emphasize to their children the dangers of playing with fire. Many grass fires are started by children, who have no idea how quickly flames can grow and spread.

• Homeowners who barbeque should maintain a 10-foot area free of brush and shrubbery around grills and propane tanks. Non-flammable screens should be placed over the grill (with mesh no coarser than 1/4 inch thick). Never leave a grill unattended. After use, place grill ashes in a metal bucket and soak in water.

• Keep a shovel, bucket of water, fire extinguisher, or other fire suppression tools on hand.

Michigan.gov/michiganprepares

MT. HOLLY EVENTS

CLOSED

Monday, March 18 through Thursday, March 21
Weather and conditions permitting

RE-OPEN For the Weekend

Beginning Friday, March 22

Click here for full details

Spring Rate Specials Going on NOW – see website for details

Please check back as the week progresses.
What’s In YOUR Water?

Save up to $300
On a new Beauchamp Premium Water Treatment System

SALES • SERVICE • DELIVERY

WATER SOFTENERS • DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS • BOTTLE WATER • SALT • FILTERS

DURA-CUBE
$5.99 5 cc each
On Saturdays
Reg. 8.50 lbs. Restrictions apply. One coupon per household. White sceptacle. Expiration 3/30/19. 12571

5 GALLON BOTTLED WATER
$29.99 each
Reg. 53.99 lbs. Restrictions apply. One coupon per household. White sceptacle. Expiration 3/30/19. 12571

POTASSIUM
$19.99 each
Reg. 28.99 lbs. Restrictions apply. One coupon per household. White sceptacle. Expiration 3/30/19. 12571

SERVICE CALLS
$59.95 each
Restrictions apply. One coupon per household. White sceptacle. Expiration 3/30/19. 12571

810.632.2000
872 N Old US 23 • Brighton
(One Mile South of M59)
www.beauchampwater.com

Who will take us HOME?
Adopt a Pet
A Friend for Life!
13575 Fenton Rd • Fenton
www.adoptapetfenton.com
810-629-0723
Tuesday, Friday & Saturday 12pm-3pm
Thursday 12-7 • Sunday 1pm-4pm
Closed Monday & Wednesday

I'm the perfect gentleman!
I'm about 3 years old and I love my sister Maxie.

I'm a sweet, active and full of energy puppy ready to learn manners with my new family.

Brownfield Redevelopment Authority promotes revitalization of distressed areas

By Vera Hogan
This is the seventh in a series of articles aimed at defining boards and commissions, learning the names of their hard-working volunteers, their major past accomplishments and what they have planned for the near future.

The City of Fenton Brownfield Redevelopment Authority (BRA) was established by the City Council in accordance with the provisions of the Brownfield Redevelopment Financing Act, Act 381 of the Public Acts of the state of Michigan of 1996. The purpose is to facilitate the implementation of plans relating to the identification and treatment of environmentally distressed areas to promote revitalization in the city of Fenton.

According to the city of Fenton’s website (cityoffenton.org), the purpose of the BRA is to encourage and assist developers who want to return property to productive use more quickly and at lower costs than before, while still protecting human resources.

This is done via Brownfield tax increment-financing provisions, which allow reimbursement of costs of baseline environmental assessment, due care activities and cleanup activities at contaminated sites.

See REDEVELOPMENT on 9

AN ONGOING SERIES DESCRIBING MUNICIPAL BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS AND THE IMPORTANT WORK THEIR MEMBERS ACCOMPLISH

The Brownfield Redevelopment Authority was able to initiate the cleanup of the former Action Auto site (above) that ultimately led to the construction of the Horizon Building.
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An update on roadside drug testing

Almost three years ago, I wrote about a 2016 Michigan law, which was intended to give police departments an additional tool to investigate cases involving drivers suspected of operating their motor vehicles after using drugs.

The law was called “The Barbara J. and Thomas J. Swift Law” in honor of the married couple who were killed in a 2013 Gladstone traffic accident by a driver who had been smoking marijuana.

Since there have been some recent developments to this law, a short summary and an update is in order.

The law provides for a one-year pilot program, established by the Michigan State Police in five counties, to allow roadside drug testing of drivers suspected of being under the influence of drugs or having drugs in their bodies using a special handheld testing device called an Oral Fluid Analyzer.

This device detects the presence of six different categories of drugs by analyzing a driver’s saliva sample obtained by a specially trained certified drug recognition expert (DRE) police officer using a mouth swab. The swab is then inserted into the device for the test.

If there’s a positive result, further testing can be performed, including a blood test.

At the end of the one-year period, the State Police are to make a full report to the state legislature of all the details of the program, including making a recommendation as to whether it should be continued.

Now for the update.

The pilot program started on Nov. 8, 2017 and ended Nov. 7, 2018. The State Police submitted their report in February of this year.

I won’t detail the entire report, but statistically it indicates that there were 92 oral fluid roadside tests for the presence of drugs with 89 arrests. Sixty-two of these arrests were for operating under the influence of a controlled substance, with the balance being for impaired driving investigations.

The recommendation is to continue the pilot program statewide for one additional year in all counties which have a law enforcement agency within their boundaries which employs a certified DRE law enforcement officer.

This recommendation was accepted and the program will start again in the fall to determine if this should be a permanent part of Michigan law.

MARK McCABE
67th District Court
Ask the judge

FARNER
Continued from Front Page

Legally known as Grand Funk Railroad (GFR) LTD., the business entity had issued a preliminary injunction against Farner due to his use of the name “American Band” in his new touring name, “Mark Farner’s American Band.” He said he attained a federal trademark to use the name.

According to the court summary, GFR LTD. sued Farner over trademark infringement. GFR has the trademark “The American band.” GFR also asked that Farner’s trademark use of “American Band” be cancelled.

In 2004, Farner was given a permanent injunction against using “Grand Funk” and “Grand Funk Railroad” in his promotional materials. The suit claimed that Farner violated this injunction.

Farner filed an answer and counterclaim.

On Thursday, March 14, the court decided to dismiss Farner’s counterclaim, but also denied GFR’s motion for summary judgment and preliminary injunction against using the name “American Band.”

“After all we’ve been through … we hugged each other, we cried, we thanked God,” Farner said.

Farner is still a one-third shareholder in GFR LTD., but said he essentially has nothing to do with the band as it tours under “Grand Funk Railroad.” He said he has previously offered to “bury the hatchet” and tour again. Two original members, Mel Schacher and Don Brewer, still perform with the band.

The rocker said he’s had to cancel shows because of the injunctions against him. With this decision, he may have to cancel tours under “Grand Funk Railroad.”

Farner left the band in 1983 to pursue a solo career. In 1998, during a reunion tour, he said he signed papers making GFR the legal entity it is today.

Born in Burton and later a resident of Parshallville, Farner was the original singer, guitarist, and songwriter for six albums of one of the biggest bands of the 1970s.
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GFR is also currently touring. The band played a show in Mt. Pleasant in February.
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Local fourth-graders learn about autism, prosthetics and more

By Hannah Ball

Fenton — What’s it like to walk with crutches or a walker? How heavy are prosthetics? What’s it like trying to read with a learning disability?

Fourth-grade students at Fenton schools took part in a disability awareness workshop at the Ellen Street campus March 12 and 13. On Thursday, fourth-graders from Linden schools had the opportunity to go through the workshop, too. In total, more than 400 fourth-graders participated.

At one station, students tried to wheel themselves in a wheelchair. At the vision impairment station, students put on a blindfold and used a support cane to navigate around furniture that was set up in the hallway.

“The goal of the Disabilities Awareness Workshop is to raise awareness of how people who have a disability are affected on a daily basis by their challenges and differences, and to teach children to see past those differences and think how they can be helpful and include everyone,” said Melissa Foster, a social worker at Fenton schools.

Social workers from Fenton and Linden schools organized the event with help from ancillary staff, teachers, parents and community members, including one firefighter.

Two stations focused on learning disabilities, such as dyslexia, which is a reading disorder, and dyscalculia, which is a learning disorder involving math. Students were shown how words and sentences appear to those without dyslexia. Then, they were given a paragraph of sentences written how words appear to someone with dyslexia. Words were missing letters, and the lines between the sentences were blurred.

At the fine motor impairment station, students were told to solve small physical puzzles or flip switches while wearing gloves to understand the difficulty of performing simple tasks when someone’s fine motor skills are affected.

Kids looked wide-eyed at the prosthetic at the gross motor impairment station. They felt the weight of a prosthetic leg and learned how to put on a sock when you can’t bend at the waist. Students hobbled on one foot while using a walker to try walking up a few steps.

“We had positive feedback from both students and teachers. The kids were really interested and engaged. They expressed wishing they could do it longer,” Foster said. “One girl said she thought they knew having a disability might make things hard to do, but now they realize it is even harder than she thought. Two girls shared they have a cousin with autism and now they know how they can help him better.”

Emily Miller, 10, a fourth-grade student at Fenton, makes her way through the visual impairment station with a blindfold. Photo: Hannah Ball
Identity of original Gerber baby revealed in 1978

Even though her cherubic face started baby food giant’s brand fifty years earlier

Compiled By Vera Hogan

In 1928, Gerber held a contest to find a face to represent a baby food advertising campaign. Artist Dorothy Hope Smith entered her simple charcoal sketch of a tousle-haired, bright-eyed cherub of a baby with endearing pursed lips.

In her entry, Smith noted that she would finish the sketch if she won. Her drawing competed with elaborate oil paintings, but the judges fell in love with the baby face Smith drew, and when they chose it as the winner, they insisted that the simple illustration remain a sketch.

The image of this happy, healthy baby was soon to become the face that launched a brand, a face recognized and loved across the globe.

The illustration became so popular that Gerber adopted it as its official trademark in 1931. Since then, the Gerber Baby has appeared on all Gerber packaging and in every Gerber advertisement. The identity of the baby, however, was kept secret for 40 years, until 1978.

For years, people speculated to the identity of the Gerber Baby. Guesses ranged from movie stars Humphrey Bogart and Elizabeth Taylor to Senator Bob Dole. Over the years, there have been rumors of the actress Jane Seymour being the Gerber Baby. But mystery novelist and retired English teacher Ann Turner Cook knew the correct answer: She is the Gerber Baby.

Turner Cook, who will be 93 years old in November, began life as the model for the Gerber Products trademark, and her works emphasize the bond between mother and child. A member of Mystery Writers of America, the retired English teacher and her husband researched her novels among the rivers, lakes, and small towns of west Central Florida.

Among her books are Micanopy in Shadow (April 2008), Homosassa Shadows (Feb. 2005), Shadow Over Cedar Key (May 2003) and Trace Their Shadows (Nov. 2001).

Sources: gerber.com, freshfiction.com

‘Every baby is a Gerber baby’

But only one is the winner of the annual Gerber baby photo contest and $50,000 in cash

By Sally Rummel

Who is the cutest baby in the world? Gerber Products Company, a subsidiary of Nestle of Fremont, Michigan and now owned by Nestle Global, has been answering that question every year for decades, since its very first contest in 1928 (see related sidebar).

That iconic baby portrait still adorns much of the brand’s baby food packaging and advertising in all of its global markets.

But now a new photo search that began in 2010 puts a new “spokesbaby” face on the company’s social media channels all over the world. The winning baby also takes home a $50,000 cash prize.

This year’s 2019 Gerber Baby Photo Contest winner is Kairi Yang, who was recently introduced on the “Today” show. Kairi, 15 months old, is the first baby selected of Hmong (southeast Asia) descent, according to the “Today” show. She was chosen from a field of 54,000 entries.

“Kairi was chosen because of the wide-eyed curiosity and the look of wonder we saw in her eyes,” said Bill Partya, president and CEO of Gerber, in a news release.

Kairi wasn’t Gerber’s first “first.” In 2018, Gerber awarded the baby photo contest prize to Lucas Warren, who has Down Syndrome.

Parents who are interested in entering their child in the contest for 2020 can visit the baby contest site at gerber.com. Eligible babies can be newborns up to age 4. The 2020 baby contest will be conducted the fall.

Gerber Products Company was founded in the U.S. in the summer of 1927, when Dorothy Gerber began straining solid foods for her 7-month-old daughter Sally.

After repeating this process many times, Dorothy suggested her husband, Dan, try it. He pointed out that the work of straining fruits and vegetables could easily be done at their canning business in Fremont. Workers in the plant began requesting samples for their own babies, and the legacy of Gerber baby foods began.

By 1928, Dan Gerber had developed five products for the market: beef vegetable soup and strained peas, prunes, carrots and spinach. Six months later, Gerber baby foods were distributed nationwide.

In 2007, Gerber Products Company was sold to Nestle for $5.5 billion. As of 2017, Gerber controls 61 percent of the baby food market in the U.S. This year, Gerber headquarters, now in Florham Park, New Jersey, is moving to Arlington, Virginia, to be closer to Nestle Headquarters.

Fremont still boasts a large production facility that employs about 1,000 workers. This birthplace of Gerber baby foods holds a National Baby Food Festival every year in mid-July. This year’s dates are July 17-20.

Unique events include a Baby Food Cupcake Challenge, Corporate Olympics, Baby Food Eating Contest for kids and adults and plenty of fun events for kids.

REDEVELOPMENT

Continued from Page 6

The city of Fenton has several properties that qualify and are being pursued under the Brownfield Act. The city’s goal is to remediate and develop property considered a Brownfield site. Currently the Redevelopment Authority is considering the Tippecanoe Lake and Oak Street property, both of which are owned by the city Of Fenton. Fenton City Councilman Scott Grossmeyer is the council liaison to the BRA.

He said, “In my opinion the greatest accomplishment to date is the cleanup of the former Action Auto site that ultimately led to the construction of the Horizon Building.

“Having been able to clean up a blighted and polluted property and replace it with a beautiful building at one of the main entries into the city in my opinion is why the state allows Brownfield authorities,” Grossmeyer said.

“My first experiences with the Brownfield Redevelopment Authority were about nine years ago, before I was on City Council. At that time we visited other sites in the city that are brownfield properties. After the developer is reimbursed for the costs involved in remediation of the former Action Auto property the authority will collect the tax increments for the final years of the agreement and hopefully we will be able to use some of those funds to help remediate and sell those properties.”

Grossmeyer is joined on the BRA by Sue Osborn, mayor; Paticr Parker (chairman), Nancy Draves (councilwoman), Doug Tebo, John Wiley and Roy Width. The BRA meets on the third Monday of each month at Fenton City Hall.
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PORCH PIRATES
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Packaging Group conducted a survey. It found that 30 percent of those surveyed in 2017 lost a package due to theft. Package Guard reports that thieves stole 11 million packages from homes in 2017.

Senate Bill 23 would create the Mail and Mail Depository Protection Act to prohibit anyone from doing any of the following with mail addressed to another person: remove mail from a mail depository, take mail from a mail carrier, remove contents of mail, take mail left for delivery or collection, and destroy or damage mail.

It would also be a crime to lie to a mail carrier and claim that someone else gave them permission to collect their mail. Senate Bill 24 amends the Code of Criminal Procedure to establish the penalties and to place the felony penalty provisions of the new act within the sentencing guidelines.

Fenton Police Chief Jason Slater said it’s not a widespread in the city, but it does occasionally happen.

“From time to time we have had instances of theft of delivered packages,” he said. “Last year around Christmas time I recall two individuals whom we prosecuted for stealing packages from people’s porches.”

He recommends having your packages sent to your workplace, or have a neighbor take possession of your delivery until you can retrieve it.

Argentine Township Police Chief Daniel Allen said they did not receive any complaints of mail theft from porches in 2018. “I do support jail time for any form of larceny, because I have heard of needed medications being stolen off porches,” he said.

When it comes to ensuring you receive your packages, Allen recommends using Amazon to alert you via text when a package from the site has been delivered. Ask for a neighbor’s help and follow shipping and tracking information.

The Generation GAP

Editor’s note: This monthly column, The Generation Gap, runs exclusively in the Midweek edition. This week’s columnists are Linda Ray, 74, of Argentine Township and Shelby Runyan, 26, of Howell, formerly employed in Fenton with many local family members.

Runyan is retired from a professional media career, most recently after 17 years at WJRT ABC-12. She has been married to Danny Ray for 25 years and has two sons, Ger Hoffman of Nashville, Tennessee and Eric Hoffman of New York City.

Runyan is employed at Lake Trust Credit Union in Howell and was former-ly a manager at Eclipses in Fenton. She has been married to Evan since 2017 and the couple has a golden doodle named Betty.

What was Spring Break like for you when you were growing up?

Linda Ray

I’m the second oldest of six children of Paul and Helen Hogard who came from Arkansas and Missouri, respectively. I went to school in Grand Blanc.

On Easter vacation, before it was changed to Spring Break, we’d pile into the old Chevy station wagon and head down to Corning, Arkansas to visit our aunt, uncle and cousins.

Paula, being the oldest, always got a window seat, I, next in line, got the other window. Gloria, the little girl, was in the middle and the two older boys, Larry and Jerry, were in the back on a sleeping bag. Gary was in front, standing up, waving hand on Daddy’s shoulder. This was, of course, before you had to have all toddlers or infants in car seats.

Mama would have a thermos jug filled with water between her feet. As we rolled along, we played “I spy something blue” (or another color), then everyone tried to guess what we were seeing. Often Larry and Jerry would start a ruckus in the back and Dad would say with a raised voice, “I can stop this car,” which was code for “Kicked it off now!”

Mama and Daddy were terrific singers and they would harmonize all the way down and all the way back. Often we kids would join in. If Daddy got tired, he’d pull over to a rest stop and nap on a picnic table.

When we got to Arkansas, we went to a cottage on the Black River, swam and had campfires at night. Daddy and my uncle would tell all kinds of stories about them growing up. They also sang songs and harmonized beautifully. We also watched our Cousin Billy play baseball.

On our way home, Aunt Alan sent a picnic lunch with us, Mama filled the water jug and off we headed. We didn’t have fancy expensive resort vacations, but we had rich, warm experiences, something money can’t buy.

Shelby Runyan

During my elementary and middle school years, it was called Easter vacation and when I got into high school, it was switched to Spring Break.

We’d usually go camping and visit my grandma and my aunts and uncles. We’d spend weekends together as a family, with our cousins. We’d have an Easter egg hunt and go to church together.

We took my parents’ mini van when we went camping. We’d sing old country songs on the drive. Now, anytime those songs come on the radio, it reminds us of those trips. My dad didn’t believe in having a camper so we had to rough it in tents. My siblings and I loved making hobo pies and the campfire and eating Smores.

During my high school years, I started going to Florida with my friends and their families. We went to Orlando one year and to Daytona Beach another year. We also took some family trips to Kalahari Waterpark in Ohio.

During college, I used to work during my Spring Breaks at Eclipses in Fenton.
**CHARGES**
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Rollins’ arrest came after area schools were placed on secure mode Tuesday morning March 12, while several police departments investigated a report of an unaccounted for Linden teen, Rollins, and four stolen weapons. Rollins was taken into custody and arrested several hours later in Holly.

His parents had notified authorities when they discovered guns missing from their home and learned their son had not shown up for school March 12. Not knowing what Rollins’ intentions were, area law enforcement agencies were contacted and the local school districts were advised to go into secure mode as a precaution.

Linden Police Chief Scott Sutter said police initially believed Rollins would be charged with four counts of larceny of firearms after Rollins allegedly stole a rifle, shotgun and two handguns from his parent’s home in Linden. Sutter said police later learned there was a fifth stolen weapon, another shotgun.

Sutter said when news broke last week about Rollins, the alleged stolen firearms, and secure mode at area schools, a man contacted Linden police and turned in a shotgun he claims he purchased from Rollins. The man did not know the shotgun was reported stolen when he purchased it.

On March 12, Genesee County Under-sheriff Chris Swanson said Rollins has shown signs of instability and when he was reported stolen when he purchased it. Linden police followed leads to Holly, at which time the Holly Police Department became involved.

Holly police were dispatched to an apartment where Rollins was said to be visiting a friend. Linden police officers went to Holly to assist. While Linden police were on route, Holly police observed Rollins walk out of an apartment and arrested him. Holly police reported Rollins had a 9mm handgun in his waistband. That handgun was recovered, as well as another handgun that was found in the apartment.

Based on police questioning students, Argentine Township police were dispatched to a home on Lahrng Road in Argentine Township where a friend of Rollins lives. A rifle and shotgun reported stolen were recovered from the home.

Sutter said all five guns reported stolen from the Linden City home have been recovered.

“The Genesee County Sheriff’s Office did a great job interviewing the kids, which led to Holly and the home on Lahrng Road,” Sutter said. “There was never any threat made to any of the schools.”

A probable cause conference has been scheduled for March 28 at 1:35 p.m. in Oakland County 52-2 District Court.

**NEW TAX**
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limited liability corporations (LLC) of the 2011 corporate tax overhaul.

According to the IRS, S-corporations are corporations that elect to pass corporate income, losses, deductions, and credits through to their shareholders for federal tax purposes.

The proposal creates a new 6-per- cent income tax, an increase from the current 4.25-percent tax. According to the Detroit News, it would raise $280 million, and save 400,000 households an average of $800 in pension taxes.

“We are opposed, we remain op- posed,” said Small Business Associa- tion of Michigan (SBAM) President Brian Calley, calling the proposal “counter-productive.” He added that most businesses in the state fall un- der this category and are primarily responsible for Michigan’s economic recovery.

“It would directly affect our oper- ating capital, which would affect the growth of our company,” said Mike Miotke, who owns B&M Tower Technologies in Fenton with business partner Jayme Brown. They have 49 employees who use cranes to maintain communication towers, such as those used by cellular networks.

They file taxes as an S-corporation and also have an office in Baltimore, Maryland. He agrees the proposal would be “a major step backward and a job-killer for small businesses,” as originally said by SBAM CEO Rob Fowler.

Matt Sherrow is vice chairman of the Fenton Regional Chamber of Com- merce. Along with his wife, Ginny, they own and operate Fenton Winery and Brewery in Fenton Township. Ginny also sits on the SBAM leader- ship council.

With 28 employees, they operate an LLC and file taxes as an S- corporation, paying taxes based on personal income.

For his business, this change would be “significant.”

Sherrow is also concerned about the “ripple effect” of businesses tightening their investments into equipment, staff and their commu- nity. He said for example, if forced to, he would choose buying needed equipment over sponsoring an event if need be due to paying more taxes throughout the year.

He’d rather cut internal costs than raise prices. “We put a lot of money in charity, a lot of community invest- ment,” he said.

He said that the chamber hasn’t adopted a stance on the proposal because members haven’t met since the announcement. He did however add that he hasn’t heard any posi- tive feedback from other business owners. “It has very broad reach, everyone around us will feel the pain from this,” he said.

**TYRONE**
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able to replenish the cash spent for the purchase of the new township hall in a few years, due to annual budget surpluses.”

The new township hall will be more than twice the size of the current build- ing on Center Road, 10,500 square feet versus 4,997 square feet. It was built in 2003 and sits on 10 acres.

“There is a lot more office space and is easier to navigate,” Cunningham said. The current chapel will be converted to the public township board meeting room.

“There is plenty of room for growth,” Cunningham said. “There are four of- fices that we will not be using right away that can be converted to whatever we need the space to be.”

Cunningham hopes to be completely moved into the new building by the end of this year. “The new facility will help us to better serve our residents.”

The Center Road building was built in 1967. Engineers have determined that it needs about $800,000 in repairs.

Cunningham said a decision on what to do with that building is yet to be de- termined. “We will want to get feedback from our residents and then decide what we want to do with it,” he said.
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Want a little help with those NCAA brackets? Look no further

By David Troppens

The day after the Division I NCAA men’s basketball tournament field is set, suddenly, everyone seems an expert. Suddenly everyone has an empty bracket and is excited to fill in those 67 blank spots on it, declaring who they think will win the tournament.

Some people are predictable. They select squads like Duke, Kentucky and North Carolina routinely. Then if it happens, they declare their bracket brilliance to the world. Others pick their favorite team or the school they graduated from every single year, justifying their selection routine regardless how legitimate a pick the squad is or not.

More than likely, their school won’t win, but if they do, just ignore that “fan” for the next two months. I had a college roommate like that.

In reality, no one is an expert on the NCAA Tournament more than anyone else. Chances are, some of your wacko college basketball friends probably have a better pulse on the game than some of the TV heads on ESPN, but that’s not saying much either. But it’s still fun to fill out those brackets, and there are some tips that seemingly make sense. Let’s look at some of those here. Here are some thoughts on this year’s tournament, along with some potential predictions. Check last year’s story, we selected Loyola (Chicago) as our Cinderella pick.

Just too many major conference teams in the tournament

Yes. The Big Ten Conference has eight teams in the field, including Minnesota and Ohio State who had losing records in conference play. Regardless how tough a conference is, no squad should ever get an at-large bid with a losing conference record.

Lake Fenton graduate and North Carolina State wrestler Jarrett Trombley (left) works on winning his fourth straight individual state title while wrestling with the Blue Devils during the 2017-18 season. He finished his first season with the Wolfpack with a 20-6 record. See TROMBLEY on 13

For the first time in a long time Jarrett Trombley wasn’t the big man on campus when he enrolled at North Carolina State and joined the school’s Division I wrestling program.

After finishing his prep wrestling career with four straight individual state wrestling championships and a 19-1 record overall, the Lake Fenton graduate was used to dominating the competition.

After all, his only loss came as a freshman, and he lost that one match by one point. He was Michigan’s 23rd wrestler ever to capture four straight state titles, and also owns the national record for single-season takedowns, recording 550 of them during his senior season with the Blue Devils. Indeed, Trombley was used to domination.

But that changed a little bit during his redshirt freshman season with the Wolfpack.

“It’s definitely hard because (the freshman class) is used to beating up on everybody and now all of us freshmen are getting beat up. It was tough coming in here and getting my butt beat for awhile,” he said.

Trombley certainly took more losses during his first year at North Carolina State than he’s used to but the 133-pound grappler had to consider his first season a tremendous success. Trombley actually won his first 10 matches of the season and finished the year with a 20-6 overall record. So while he was learning how to become a collegiate wrestler, he certainly had plenty of success during open tournaments.

But even with his impressive 10-match winning streak, Trombley quickly learned life wasn’t going to be easy even when he did win matches. He did open that first tournament — the Fresh/Soph Hokie Open — with a pinfall, but the rest of his victories came were decision wins, including a 2-1 victory against Virginia Tech’s Collin Gerardi.

“Obviously I was thinking I’m doing pretty good, but I knew after my first tournament it was going to be tough,” Trombley said. “Every match was close and that’s not the way high school went. Usually in high school you’d get to the finals before having a tough match. Every match I wrestled in every tournament has been tough. I was thinking I have to keep getting in the proper position and keep doing the little things right to set myself up to win all of those matches.”

So that’s been the big adjustment Trombley has had to make. His competition basically is against like-minded and like-skilled competition, making life tougher on the mat. However, Trombley is still enjoying life with his newfound Division I wrestling program.

“It’s been a lot of fun,” Trombley said. “It’s totally different but in a good way. Everyone is doing the same workouts and the same things. Everyone is focused on the same thing. They want to win a national championship. Everyone is working just as hard as you and you know your opponents are doing the same things as well. When everyone is working as hard as you are, it seems like it’s normal. It’s not as hard because everyone is doing it. I love being surrounded by people who want to be successful in college, and it’s a lot easier to improve. That’s the one big thing I really love.”

Like most wrestlers, Trombley is redshirting his freshman year, which means he wasn’t technically competing for North Carolina State’s wrestling program because he never competed for the school. See BRACKETS on 13
Injury can’t keep Lund from state shooting event

By David Troppens

Blake Lund wasn’t going to keep a foot injury from letting him compete in the free throw portion of the 2019 Boys Basketball Top Shooters Challenge. Even if that meant he had to stand on one leg, literally.

Suffering from three stress fractures and six contusions in his left foot, the Linden sophomore standout prep basketball player still figured a way to compete in the competition and finish near the top of the event.

Despite competing with a protective boot on his left foot, and having his left foot propped up on a knee scooter, Lund made 70-of-75 free throws during Saturday’s event coming one position away from the finals and a chance to compete in the finals at Michigan State University’s Breslin Center during the boys state tournament championship games.

“I was pretty happy,” Lund said. “Of course I wish I would’ve won it. Everyone helped me get to where I got. My mom re- bounded for me a couple of times which was fun because she’s usu- ally not at the gym with us. It was a fun experience.”

Lund qualified for the event because of his season-long free throw percentage of 85 percent. He made 21 of his last 22 free throws over his final nine games he played for the Linden Eagles.

Despite the injury, he decided he wanted to compete.

“I didn’t just want to opt out, so I went into the gym and practiced using a technique that I could win with,” Lund said. “Two or three days later I was in the competition and ready to go.

Apparently, Lund found the technique he needed.

Lund started the event well, nailing 47 of his first 50 shots. The first round was broken into two sets of 25. Lund hit 22 of his first 25, and then nailed all 25 shots during his second set.

The cut off to the second round was 44 made baskets, and Lund made that plateau by three free throws.

Once in the second round, he had 25 more shots to possibly become one of the few to finish competing in front of the crowd at Breslin Center. Lund missed his first two shots, but then made his final 23.

“I missed the first two and then went perfect from there. I guess I wasn’t as focused as I needed to be, and didn’t take my time,” Lund said.

The last time Linden fans saw Blake Lund compete was against Clio during the team’s 18th regular-season game. Unfortunately, he left the game with a left foot injury (above photo). However, that injury didn’t keep him from competing in the free throw portion of the 2019 Boys Basketball Top Shooters Challenge (left). He missed making the final by two shots.
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record. There are just too many quality mid-major teams to justify it.

What schools from Michigan made the tournament?

Two higgs made it again — Michi- gan and Michigan State. Both earned No. 2 seeds and will begin tournament action in Des Moines, Iowa. Both will start ac- tion on Thursday. The Spartans begin tour- nament action against Bradley at about 2:45 p.m. on CBS. Meanwhile, Michigan faces Montana at about 9:20 p.m. on TNT. With both being second seeds, they are heavily favored to win their opening games.

The Spartans may have a beef with their position. Despite being Big Ten regular season and tournament champs and defeating Michigan three times this season, Michigan State received what most perceive as the tougher region (the East vs. the West). It’s probably true, but there’s no such thing as an easy ride.

Which Michigan team will go further into the tournament?

Our guess is Michigan State. The Wol- vertines aren’t the typical natural perime- ter shooting team they traditionally are, so it does feel like they could be ripe for an early-round upset. The Spartans should go pretty deep into the tournament — at least to the Elite Eight.

Don’t pick a No. 1 seed to lose in the opening round.

Yes, Virginia lost last season to the University of Maryland Baltimore Coun- ty, but prior to that, the top-seeded teams were 135-0. It will happen again, and probably within the next 10 years, but predicting it is suicide to your brackets.

If you are like many Americans, you probably have a chronic condition such as degenerative disc disease, osteoarthritis, or one of the many other lasting spinal conditions. And if you have a chronic condition such as a sciatica or a herniated disk, you may believe that you need a visit to a chiropractor due to an Acute injury (a sudden or severe injury) or one that has suddenly gotten worse yet still have a chronic underlying condition. What happens is, in the initial 6-12 visit, your chiropractor works to quickly address the acute injury, relieving you from pain and helping you return to your daily routine.

However, at it, he faced nationally ranked Oklahoma’s Dalton Fix in his third match, losing it 25-10. He placed third at the Appalachian State Open, go- ing 3-1. The wins he was decisions while his final was a major decision win.

In his last tournament of the season, he placed fourth at the National Collegiate Open, going 3-2.
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his team in NCAA events. Instead, he competed in open tournaments, allowing him to get experience while keeping all four seasons of his athletic eligi- bility.

After that first tourney, he also won his second tournament at the Averett Uni- versity Cougar Open, defeating two wins by fall, one my major decision and the final by an 8-1 decision.

The competi- tion got tougher at the final four tourna- ments Trombley was at. He went 4-1 at the Wolfpack Wrestling Club Open tour- nament, losing his only match by a 7-6 decision. He also earned two decision wins, a major decision victory and a pin- fall win. Yet, the loss came in a position where he was only able to place fifth.

At the Southern Scuffle, Trombley had his toughest tournament based on record, going 2-2 in his four matches. However, at it, he faced nationally ranked Oklahoma’s Dalton Fix in his third match, losing it 25-10. He placed third at the Appalachian State Open, go- ing 3-1. The wins he was decisions while his final was a major decision win.

In his last tournament of the season, he placed fourth at the National Collegiate Open, going 3-2.

Ask the Doctor

Q:

“Why have I been seeing a Chiropractor regularly but My Pain Isn’t Gone?”

A:

Dr. James Ide: Your NOT fixing the root cause.

If you are like many Americans, you probably have a chronic condition such as degenerative disc disease, osteoarthritis, or one of the many other lasting spinal conditions. And if you have a chronic condition such as a sciatica or a herniated disk, you may believe that you need a visit to a chiropractor due to an Acute injury (a sudden or severe injury) or one that has suddenly gotten worse yet still have a chronic underlying condition. What happens is, in the initial 6-12 visit, your chiropractor works to quickly address the acute injury, relieving you from pain and helping you return to your daily routine.

However, at it, he faced nationally ranked Oklahoma’s Dalton Fix in his third match, losing it 25-10. He placed third at the Appalachian State Open, go- ing 3-1. The wins he was decisions while his final was a major decision win.

In his last tournament of the season, he placed fourth at the National Collegiate Open, going 3-2.
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Audience score for the week of March 18-24, 2019: 75% on Rotten Tomatoes.com

Streamlining MOVIES

POKÉMON THE MOVIE: THE POWER OF US
A young athlete whose running days might be behind her, a compulsive liar, a shy researcher, a bitter old woman, and a little girl with a big secret — the only thing they have in common is the annual Wind Festival in Fula City. The festival celebrates the Legendary Pokémon Lugia, who brings the wind that powers this seaside city. When a series of threats endanger not just the festival, but all the people and Pokémon of Fula City, it’ll take more than just Ash and Pikachu to save the day! Can everyone put aside their differences and work together — or will it all end in destruction?

BIG KILL
A tenderfoot from Philadelphia, two misfit gamblers on the run, and a deadly preacher have a date with destiny in a boom town being run out of Mexico under a hail of gunfire. What they find in the West is a wild ride, a fight for survival, and a moment of decision that will change their lives forever.

Midweek Sudoku
Place a number in each row and column such that each number from 1 to 9 appears exactly once in each row, column, and 3x3 box. Each box, column, and row contains all the numbers from one to nine.

For Midweek Sudoku solution, see the Tri-County Times.
Meal #1 $5.50
2 Liter Pop & Crazy Bread with Sauce

Meal #2 $8.50
2 Liter Pop & Wings

Meal #3 $6.00
2 Liter Pop & Cheese Bread

✓ Extra Most Bestest® | $6.00
Extra Pepperoni & Extra Cheese (8 slices)

✓ Extra Most Supreme | $11.00
Deep Dish | $13.00
Extra Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushroom, Green Pepper & Onion (8 slices)

✓ Extra Most Three Meat Treat® | $9.00
Extra Pepperoni, Sausage & Bacon (8 slices)

✓ Extra Most Hula Hawaiian® | $7.75
Extra Pineapple & Ham (8 slices)

✓ Lunch Combo | $5.00
11am-2pm - 4 slice Deep!Deep!™ Dish Pepperoni Pizza with 20 oz. Pepsi®

✓ Crazy Combo® | $3.50
Crazy Breads® & Crazy Sauce® (8 piece order)

✓ Italian Cheese Bread | $4.50

✓ Caesar Wings | $6.50

*All prices subject to change.

ONLINE ORDERING
LITTLECAESARS.COM

FENTON
(810) 750-0551
1437 N. LEROY ST.
(ACROSS FROM VG’S)

LINDEN
(810) 735-9481
612 W. BROAD ST.
(ALPINE PLAZA)